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Feel the craze of May Daze
By HEATHER M. BISHARA
News Editor
Wright State University's traditional spring festival. May Da/e will
rock campus May 7 from noon to 6
p.m.
Combining music, novelty events
and vendors, the event will take over
the fourth of Lot 4 across from the
Student Union.
"Last year it was held in Lot I and
that lot will soon be gone. We had to
switch May Da/e to somewhere we
could have it for a few years," said
KathleenConway, Student Union Pro• gram Manager.
May Daze is celebrating its 28*
anniversary and there will he 45 differ
ent vendors, information booths and
activities for studen ts to partake in. The
events will be sponsored by Union
Activities Board. Campus Recreation
andothcrstudent organizations. While
last year's May Da/e had a carnival
type atmosphere withrides,this year
will be different.
"Piis year we tried to move away
from theridesand move toward more
games. Some of the things we will be

having arc a body bender that looks
like an inllatahlc twister and barrel
races. We've tried to move towards
events that will allow students to play
and interact together." said Kim Mason, Special Events Chair to UAB.
Other events at this years May
Da/e include 3-on-3 basketball, mud
volleyball, initiative games, miniature
golf, mock weddings, and a recording
booth
"We will have bleachers this year
so people can sit down and enjoy ."said
Mason.
Music will also he a big part of
May Da/e "99. Fouracts arc scheduled
to perform: Yellow Delicious, a '70's/
' 80's sty Ic band that docs some covets.
Disasternaut. an alternative group who
won the Battle of the Bands; Eric Like,
a R&BAap group from WSU; and
Jump 'n Jive Swingtct a swing band
who previously performed at a WSU
swing dance.
"I wanted to have a wide variety of
music at this year's May Daze. 1 didn't
want to have ihe average alternative/
cover hand performing, that way we
could attract a more diverse audience,"
said David Moyer, Concert Chair of
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By KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
Assistant News Editor
A female student is injured
after jumping from a third floor
window of a Wright State
University dorm on Monday.
According to the report by
WSU Public Safety, the freshman
Maple Hall resident, whose name
has not been disclosed, was with
several other students in the third
floor lounge of Maple Hall when
she jumped out of the window ,
"I had just Finished a staff meeting
on the first floor so there were
several of us near where she
landed. We heard screaming and
went to see what had happened. I
was with her when the police
arrived," said Julian Williams,
the third floor Maple Hall
community advisor.

"The WSU police and Fairborn
medical staff responded
immediately and the student was
taken to Miami Valley Hospital.
1 know she had injuries to both
legs, but we have not been
updated as to her condition. At
this point we arc not sure why
she did this, there is still a lot of
information to assertion about
the incident." said Simone Polk,
director of Public Safety.
Williams is also unsure of why
the incident took place but has
been told of the student's injuries.
"One of her roommates told me
that she broke her tibia and fibula
and shattered one of her ankles.
! was also told that she has been
through surgery," said Williams.
"Anyone in the Maple
community with information on
what happened is encouraged to
call Public Safety at 775-2 III,"
said Polk.

WSU student enjoys one of many May Daze events
from 1998.
UAB.
But, they want to try andregulatethem
Yellow Delicious will perform so they're safe," said Gerry Pctrak,
from noon to 2 p.m.. Disasternaut from chair of the Off-campus Advisory
2 p.m.to 3 p.m.. Eric Lake from 3 p.m. Board.
to 4 p.m.. and lump 'n Jive Swingtct
Volunteers are still needed to help
will finish up tlie musical acts from 4 with booths and the set-up and tear
p.m. to 6 p.m.
down of May Daze.
There are other notable facts to
"We need approximately 30 volmention about May Da/e besides the unteers to help with initiative games,
fun. The area of Lot 4 closest to Col. the water supply, making sure parking
Glenn Highway will be closed on May is okay and for setting things up." said
6 to start set-up for May Daze. Another Conway.
important fact torememberis that no
A meeting for all who want to
alcohol or bags will be permitted on the volunteer will be held on May 6 at 6
grounds. Students arc also being ad- p.m. in the UAB office at the Student
vised to be careful about off-campus Union.
panics. The Fairbom Police Depart"1 would like people to get pumped
ment and Public Safety will he work about May Daze, regardless of the
ingtogethcrtopatrolCollcgc Park, on- weather. It's something worthwhile.
c am pus Forcst Lane, the Woods, and It's alsoagreat way for freshman to get
off campus apartments such as out and experience different aspects of
Cimarron.ofT-campus Forcst Lane and campus life," said Mason.
Meadow Run.
"This is (lie biggest tradition at
"The Fairboni Police and Public WSU and everyone deserves to celSafety don't want to stop the parties ebrate spring with a huge party," said
held after May Da/cfromhappening. Conway.

FAST FACT

Billboard's #1's This Week

Hot 100: "Livin' La VidaLoca" - Ricky Martin
ModernjlpatP
Wjofsf Enemy" - Lit
Hot

TLC^—>.

Hot Rap: "Who Dat'M}l Mon&yjeaturing Sole
Hot Country:" Wisnfrou Wer&-Horl"- Mark Wills
Dance/Club Playf/f's Over A/ow"-Deborah Cox
Adult Top 40: "Every Morning" -Sugar Ray
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Mazey new LA dean
ARS " RELATED OF
FENS1
Apr..
orn resident
reported i
"aging to a
vehicle i n .
Apr.28: A..... .on Hall resident reported criminal damaging
to a vehicle in Lot 4.
Apr.28: A Fairborn resident
reported criminal damaging to a
vehicle in Lot 7.
Apr.28: A Fairborn resident
reported criminal damaging to a
vehicle in Lot 7.
Apr.29: A Fairborn resident
reported criminal damaging to a
vehicle outside of Hickory Hall
Apr.30: A Dayton resident reported criminal damaging to a
vehicle in Lot 12.
May I: A Fairborii resident
reported criminal damaging to a
ihicle in Lot 10.
May 1: A Fairborn resident
reported criminal damaging to a
vehicle in Lot 10.
DRUG OFFENSES
Apr.29: Ar officer was sent
to the Village Apartments on report of marijuana use.
LARCENY/THEFT
Apr 27: A theft was reported

in the Student Union.
Apr.27: A Dayton resident reported a theft from a vehicle in Lot
7.
Apr.28: A Fairbornresidentreported a theft from a vehicle in Lot
7.
Apr.28: A Hamilton Hall resident reported a theft from a vehicle parked outside of Maple Hall.
Apr.28: A Forest Lane resident
reported a theft from a vehicle in
Lot 10.
Apr.29: A Hickory Hall resident reported a theft in the building.
Apr.30: A Fairborn resident reported theft from a vehicle in Lot
4.
Apr 30: A Dayton resident reported theft from a in Lot 12.
May 1: A Fairborn resident reported theft from a in Lot 10.
May I: A Fairbomresidentreported theft from a in Lot 10.
May 2: A thelt was reported in
the Nutter Center.
LIQUOR OFFENSES
May I: A Fairborn resident was
cited for having an open container.
May 1: A Fairborn resident was
cited for driving with an open con-

tainer.
May 1: Two Fairborn residence
were cited for underage possession and consumption.
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT
Apr.27: A Dayton resident reported a vehicle stolen from Lot 7.
Apr.28: A Hamilton Hall resident reported an attempted motor
vehicle theft in Lot 4.
OFFENSE OFTHE PUBLICPEACE
Apr.29: A WSU employee reported telephone harassment in the
Student Union.
ROBBERY/BURGLARY/
TRESPASSING
Apr.26: An authori/.ed subject
was founu at the Student Union.
THEFT OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY
Apr.27: A New Carlisle resident reported the theft of personal
property from a vehicle in Lot 7.
Apr.30: A Maple Hall resident
reported the theft of personal property from the building.
Apr.30: A Fairbot nresidentreported theft of personal property
from the Student Union.
Apr.30: A Troy resident reported theft from a car in Lot 13.

By KIM FRICKE
News Writer
Mary Ellen Ma/.ey has
been appointed dean of
Wright State University's
College of Liberal Arts
Ma/.ey has served as "interim
dean" of the college for the
past six months.
"I look forward to working with all my colleagues in
the College of l iberal Arts
and the university to continue
to strengthen ouf academic,
research and outreach programs." said Mazey.
A pn lessor at WSU since

chair of the Department of
Urban Affairs and Geography. Ma/cy was also named
Distinguished Professor of
Service from 1993 to 1996.
A graduate of Harvard's
Management Development
Program. Ma/cy holds a Ph D
in urban geography from the
University of Cincinnati. She

is also accredited with an M.A.
in geology and a B.A. in sociology from West Virginia University.
Her printed scholarship focused on women's studies, economic development, regional
coop ation and facilitative
lead ership.
Dr. Ma/cy has the overwhe Innng support of the faculty. stalf and students. She
poss esses a wealth of experience . providing students with
ouistlanding learning opportus on campus and in the
inunitv."
said
Kim
lenberi!. WSU

Mary Ellen Mazey

Campus Calendar
Wednesday, May 5
• Applications are now availableforStuoentG.. vernmemcabinet positions for the 1999-2000
school year. Anyone interested can
pick up an application packet in
the SG office in W024 Student
Union. Packets are due May 7.
• Muslim prayer at 2:15 p.m. in
the Upper Hearth Lounge and at 7
p.m. in the extension of the Stu
dent Union Dining Room.
• WWSU genera] meeting at 3
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• "A college level study of the
book of Hebrews," a Bible Study
sponsored by Life and Truth, at
noon in W025 Student Union.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at noon
in 279 Milieu Hall.
• Bible study, sponsored by
Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at
noon in 379 Millett Hall.
• Phi Kappa Tau meeting at 7
p.m. in WI69C Student Union.
• Iota Phi Theta meeting at 5
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Delta Sigma Theta meeting at
8 p.m. in the Upper Hearth Lounge.
Thursday, May 6
• Muslim prayer at 2:15 p.m. in
ihc Upper Hearth Lounge and at 7

p.m. in the extension of the Student
Union Dining Room.
• Residential Community Association general meeting at 3:30 p.m.
in W025 Student Union.
• Campus Crusade for Christ
Primetime meeting at 7:30 pjn. >n
001A Medical Sciences Building.
• Delta Sigma Theta meeting at 6
p.m. in the E163A Student Union
and 8 p.m. in the Upper Hearth
Lounge.
• Iota Phi Theta meeting at 8:30
p.m. in the Multipurpose Room.
• Alpha Phi Alpha meeting at
7:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
Friday, May 7
• Applications for Student Government cabinet positions for the
1999-2000 school year are due the
SG office in W024 Student Union
today.
• Muslim prayer at 2 p.m., location TB A and at 7 p.m. in the extension of the Student Union Dining
Room.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at noon
in 279 Millett Hall.
• Student Government meeting
at 5 p.m. in El57 Student Union.
• "God's Economy." a Bible
study sponsored by Life and Truth.

at 7 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Bible study, sponsored by Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at noon in
379 Millett Hall.
• African Students United meeting at 5 p.m. in E154 Student Union.
• B i ble study. sponsored by Campus Bible Fellowship, from noon to
1 p.m. and from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in
329 Millett.
• Alpha Phi Alpha meeting at
7:30 p.m. in W169B Student Union.
Saturday, May 8
• Alpha Phi Alpha meeting at
7:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Student Entrepreneurs United
meeting at 6 p.m. in E156A Student
Union.
Sunday, May 9
• Delta Sigma Theta meeting at 8
p.m. in the Upper Hearth Lounge.
• Phi Mu meeting at 3 p.m. in
WI69C Student Union.
• Alpha Kappa Alpha meeting at
3 p.m. in EI54 Student Union.
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting at 4
p.m. in E156A.B Student Union.
• Phi Sigma Phi meeting at 6
p.m. in E154 Student Union.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon meeting at 5
p.m. in EI63A
• Kappa Alpha Psi meeting at 3
p.m. in E157A Student Union.

• Delta Zeta meeting at 4 p.m. in
E156C Student Union.
• Delta Tau Delta meeting at
6:30 p.m. in E157 Student Union.
• Beta Theta Pi meeting at 7 p.m.
in W025 Student Union.
• Beta Phi Omega meeting at 6
p.m. in E163A Student Union.
• Alpha Phi Alpha meeting at 7
p.m. 7i W163B Student Union.
? londay, May 10
•Bible study, sponsored by Campus Bible Fellowship, at 7 p.m. in
302 Russ Engineering Center.
• Muslim prayer at 2:15 p.m. in
the Upper Hearth Lounge and at 7
p.m. in the extension of the Student
Union Dining Room.
• Noon Ptayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at noon
in 279 Millett Hall.
• Interfraternity Council meetingat7p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Bible study, sponsored by Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at noon in
379 Millett Hall.
• Jewish Student Union meeting
at 6:30 p.m. in E154 Student Union.
Tuesday, May 11
•Alpha KappaAlphameetingat
6:15 p.m.in E156 Student Union.
• Muslim prayer at 2:15 p.m. in
the Upper Hearth Lounge and at 7

p.m. in the extension of the Student
Union Dining Room.
• Wright Outdoors meeting at 7
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• "Tuesday Night Thing," sponsored by Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at 7 p.m. in 116 Health Sciences Building.
• Lyricist Lounge at 8 p.m. in tbe
Rathskeller.
Wednesday, May 12
• Muslim prayer at 2:15 p.m. i
the Upper Hearth Lounge and at
p.m. in the extension of tlie Student
Union Dining Room.
• WWSU general meeting at 3
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• "A college level study of the
book of Hebrews." a Bible study
sponsored by Life andTruth. at noon
in W025 Student Union.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at noon
in 279 Millett Hall.
• Bible study, sponsored by Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at noon in
379 Millett Hall.
• Phi Kappa Tau meeting at 7
p.m. in El57A Student Union.
• Iota Phi Theta meeting at 5 p.m.
in W025 Student Union.
• DeltaSigma Theta meeting at 8
p.m. in the E156A Student Union.
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Gray moves to Admissions ROTC, a direct hit
By MATT DALEY
News Writer

have

• the future.
1
ild better alumni
relatio:
-o looking to inWright Slate University ap- crease
jmong new stupointed Leona Gray as the new dents, witii
minorities, so I'll
directorof Admissions and Alumni have to focus n. re on building my
Relations.
recruiting tools," said Gray.
"My duties run from recruiting,
She would also like to combine
to retention, to alumni relations. the alumni and admissions aspects
I'll be making newsletters, bro- of her job.
chures, and sending out updates to
"Sometimes students who go
alumni to keep them (the alumni) through WSU can be its biggest
more updated." said Gray, who supporters, through word of mouth
moves to this post after being the and other ways." said Gray.
associate directorof the health caGray serves on several comreers program in the School of Pro- mittees, including a diversity acfessional Psychology.
tion group, the alumni association
She will also hold other respon- committee, the graduate recruitsibilities, including leadership and ment committee and the curricusupervision in multicultural rela- lum committee, on which she just
tions, student support and counsel- sits and observes, so she can aning. She will be involved in all swer questions posed by prospecaspects of the admission proce- tive students.
dure.
"I've been ai (he university for
Right now. Gray says that she 18 years, so I think this was growth
is in the process of learning the ins promotion." said Gray. She also
and outs of her post, but she docs mentioned that her previous post in

SOPP was very similar to her new
job.
In the past. Gray has also served
as the coordinator of the Supporting Emotional Needs of Gifted
(SENG) Program at WSU.
Gray earned an associate degree from Miami Jacobs College in
1980 and a B.A. degree in marketing from Capital University in
1995.

Leona Gray

By MATT DALEY
News Writer

The Wright State University
Army ROTC sent two teams to
compete in the Second Region
Intercollegiate Marksmanship
Competition during April and returned home with several honors.
Both teams participated in the
M16 rifle with .22 subcaliber dc
vice competition, which was held
at the University of Dayton's indixirrange. Overall, there were 27
teams competing in four of six
possible categories. In thcirevent,
WSU's first team placed second
overall, just behind the University
of Mississippi's first team, while
their second teamfinishedin sixth
place.
"Millimeters can separate
teams in these competitions." said
Master Sergeant Marcus
Alexander. "They are always very
close."
Cadet staff sergeant Dan
Rospcrt, a junior at WSU and a
member of Team I also tied for

the top individual score, along with
two students at the University of
Mississippi.
"The team started very late
and had only one practice before
the competition," Alexander said.
"They didn' t have as much time as
the other teams and I'm a bit surprised theyfinishedas well as they
did. Historically, the team haddone
well (at these competitions);
they've been in the topcight every
time."
Last year. WSU had a team
that finished first, and they also
fielded the top scorer, Christopher
Owens. The marksmanship competition is held annually in three
different geographic regions,
which are broken up into brigades.
There are over lOOsehools ineach
region. WSU is in the Third Brigade, which consists of 32 schools
from Kentucky. Ohio and Tennessee.
Teams consist of up to five
members with one alternate.
Schools mayfieldas many teams
as they wish.

Greek Week sets the Suess loose at WSU
Contests, games, gods and goddesses jam pack a week of Greek unity

By Becky Ledingham
For The Guardian
"The Suess is Loose" as
Wright State University's Greeks
will be celebrating Greek Week
from May 9 through May 15. The
week of events, with a Dr. Suess
theme will include contests,
games and a carnival.
"Almost everything in Greek
Week is new this year. " said
Brenda Lantman. Greek Excellence Coordinator.
The games begin at noon on
Sunday with the Greek God and
Goddess contest. Each organization will delegate one member to
collcct money all week long in
the name of their philanthropy.
Whichever sorority or fraternity
raises the most money will win all
of the money raised. Sunday
evening a banner contest will take
place and members will serenade
the Greek Gods and Goddesses.
The Greek cvnival will be
held on May 10 from 10a.m. to
4p.m. Each Greek organization
will have their own booth set up
on the Quad. On the evening of
the 10th, the National Pan-Hellenic council will be performing a

/I

step show in the multipurpose room
at 7p.m. The cost is $2 for Greeks
and $4 for < ther WSU students.
Tuesday of Greek Week will
involve
a
mock I a i I s
contest. The
contest wil
take place
in the Slu-

sweatshirt relay, bucket pour and
the tug of war contest.
The finale of Greek Week is on
Mayl5. An all Greek picnic will
be held in Lot 4 from 11 a.m. to
3p.m. Food will be provided and
all Greeks are welcome. Following the picnic, all Greek awards

Atrium
between
I2:30p.m
2:3()n.ni.
and all
students
and faculty arc invited
to sample the non-alcoholic drinks.
Another highlight of Greek
Week will be the talent/lip sync
show on May 13.
Friday of Greek Week is field
day. It starts at 3pm in lot4. the
first competition will be thechariot
race. Each organizations' God or
Goddess will ride on the chariot
while being pushed or pulled by
two other members. Following
the chariot race will be the

Graphic by: Tom Poole
will he presented. These awards
include accomplishments for the
entire year, the Greek Week Champions and the Greek God and Goddess awards.
"Greek Week is a time for all
Greeks to compete friendly and
participate in Greek unity ; to come
together as one and be Greek. In
the past, turnout hasn't been that
good, but everybody is really excited about this year," said
Lantman.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority.
Inc. will be holding a forum on
stopping violence. This will be on
May 6 from 6p.m. to 8p,m. in
EI63B of the Student Union.
'The purpose of this program
is to allow students, faculty and
staff the chance to come together
to discuss recent
onslaught of
school
violence
in hopes
of maki n g
senscofa
senseless
tragedy.
Hopefully the
forum
will allow WSU students to devise ways to keep it
(violcncel from happening in uur
community. The event will end
with a candlelight vigil in memory
of the victims of the Littleton, Colorado, tragedy." said Tykiah Wright,
president of DST. Epsilon Rho
chapter.
The Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. and the BctaEtaOmcga
Alumnae chapter of AKA arc asking the campus to donate money

for the purchase ot African-American books. The books arc for third
and sixth graders at Van Cleve and
E.J. Brown Elementary schools.
"This is a community service
project which fits into two of our
national target areas, education and
the black family" said AKA membcrTcshiaClark. Todonate money
contact Jantenc Johnson at 7751605.
Phi Kappa Tau is now selling
raffle tickets for a Dave Matthews
Band concert, the show is June 19
ii Polaris Ampitheatre in Columbus. Ohio. The raffle tickets arc
one dollar each, there is no limit of
how many a person can purchase.
They are being sold on the Quad
the rest of the week. The winning
ticket will be picked May8 at Phi
Stock, which is a day of music in
the Woods held by Phi Kappa Tau.
All proceeds go to the Boggy Creek
Gang.
The presidents of Interfraternity Council and Greek Affairs
Council were elected last week.
The 99-00 IFC president will be
Chris Wilhelm of Phi Kappa Tau.
John McGown of Beta Phi Omega
will serve as president of GAC.

WE WANT NEWS!

If you see news on campus, or have a tip, contact
Heather Bishara at (937) 775-5538.
i
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OPINION
'renchcoats not the problem
f urther alienating the alienated doesn 't solve anything

All over America for the last two weeks, debate has
raged about how to deal with cliques, stereotypes, racism and
the trappings of difference. Accusations have flown in both
directions. Popular k'ds and their parents went on national
TV news magazines and said, in effect. "Well, they
wanted everyone to think they were weird. They
brought it on themselves."
And friends of the Columbine gunmen said,
"They taunted t!iem. called them names. What
did they expect?"
Thirteen days after the massacre,
students arc returning to school, although
none of them will be wearing trcnch
coats.
That's right, no trench coats.
Advertising Reps - Doug Rieman, Thomas
In the mad race to find a reason, a
Sweeney
cause, a hook to hang the blame on.
Staff Writers - Matt Daley. Kim Fncke. Brandy
the fashion of ihe Trenchoat Mafia is
Hoilon, Bnan Joo. Cher)anel Lenzy. Morgan
taking part of ihe fall.
Sanbom, Jason Seaman, Can Stupp
Staff Photographers • Josh Bell. Jenn Smilh
The friends of Harris and Kleibold
Technology Supervisor- Jason Sanders
(and yes, even killers have friends, and
Faculty Mentor - Jeff John
parents and people who are sorry that
Student Media Coordinator - usrry Pelrak
ihcy are dead) are going to spend the
remainder of the year being schooled
The Guardum is printed weekly during the at home. School officials arc afraid of
regular school year ll is published by students of
"hostility" from other students being
Wright Stale University in Dayton. Ohio luliion
als without bylinesreflectthe majority opinion of directed against them.
Ihe editorial board Views expressed in columns,
cartoons and advertisements arc those of the wnl
en. anists and advertisers
ihe GuardianreservesIhe right lo censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rules established by The Guardian All contents contained herein are the express property of The
Guardian Copynghl privilegesrevertto ihe wnl
eis. artists and photographers of specific worts
after publication Ihe Guardian reserves ihe righi
torepnniworks in future issues T
5 ' ? « ^ CwrM"
Editor In Chief - Amy Pryor
News Editor - Heather Bishara
Spotlight Editor - Angelique Campbell
Opinions Editor - Angelle Haney
Sports Editor • David Biddle
Chiet Photographer - Drew Hedleston
Copy Editor • Anita Artzner
Graphic Arts Manager - Thomas Poole
Advertising Manager - Jamie Allen
Ad Graphics Manager • JoshCouls
Circulation Manager - Shaun Tubbs
Assistant News Editor - Katy Gutwein

Hostility. Directed against kids who arc already different, and yet
in some ways very much like all those other kids.
They have dead friends tot).
So, the decision to ban trcnch coals and give
those misfit kids home schooling is a far cry from,
oh. say, tighter gun control laws, or real
school security measures.
And we have all heard the arguments,
that thosr things wouldn't have stopped
Harris and Kleibold. They would have
gotten in. they would have gotten the
guns, the explosives.
For all the effort we put into looking
for a reason, we would rather believe that
this was inevitable.
That there was no way we could have
stopped this.
Because, of course, if it could have been
stopped, why wasn't it? That's a little more
collective guilt than we're comfortable with.
These kids are going into another high
school with no metal detectors, no real system
for keeping the students safe.
Oh, but. wait, all the misfit kids are staying
home
Everything will be just fine.

Raider Voices

Letters to the Editor
•The Guardian encourages letters lo Ihe
editor and commentary pieces from
sludenls. faculty, administrators and
staff
•Letters should he typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing lil
applicable)
•Deadline lor submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday proceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kepi lo 51X1 words or
less
•All letters are subjeef to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be eonlirmed will
not be used
• E-mail lo hancy.2@wright.edu

Do you plan on going to May Daze,
and should we bring back beer?
w

ny Wcikcrt
ternmr, English
Til be there because I'm working a booth.
but it's going to be dead until they bring the
beer back."

ir-V-Jl Ir

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising: 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief : 775-5540
Sports I Features: 775-5536

vV —

"Yes. I'm gonna go. And, yes. they should
bring back the beer. Beer is a good thing."

Karyn Tangaman
Freshman, Education
"Yesandycs. I think that ifthey have beeron
campus, then people won't be driving drunk
to go get more

because I'm in a fraternity, and
>1 of fun "
,

Levin A mi wood
Freshman, Education
"I'm going to May Daze, and no, I don't
'II be there, but considering I'm not
think (hey should brin-; the beer hack.hecasue
>loic ami I don't drink.! couldn't care
the focus shouldn't he on alcohol."

WEDNESDAY. MAYS. 1999

H*" i >nder roles get iri the way
Preconcieved notions about the sexes hinder dialogue

! have to admit, when I first
saw signs going up around
campus advertising a lecture
entitled "Barbie meets the
Terminator," I was not happy. It
struck me, on an initial level, as
an incredibly unfair match up.
Picturing an 11-inch fashion doll
pounding on Arnold
Schwarzenegger's chest didn't
exactly look like a picture of
progress in the detente of the
gender wars. In fact, it looked
very much lo me like business as
usual.
That particular train of
thought led me to ponder the
nature of gender roles in our
society (something I'm given to
doing in my spare time anyway).
Which, of course, is just
what it was i'Ucnded to do.
This week is Sexual Assault
Awareness Week, and the
Barbie/Terminator is just uw .if
the many perspectives provided
lo educate us, the student body. It
may seem strange, at the turn of
the millennium, that we feel the
need to have such things.
After all, we have opened up
our public discourse to the point
that respected academics and
venerable news anchors use
words like "penis" and "oral sex"
in prime time without even a hint
of a blush.
And, too, if the statistics are
correct and I out of every 2
women will be sexually assaulted
sometime in her lifetime, and I
out of every 4 men, then really,
you would think we would know
plenty about it.
And, in all fairness, we
probably do. We just don't talk
about it much.
We have, we hope,
established the phrase "no means
no" in the national
consciousncss, and have finally
passed rape shield laws, designed
to prevent the victim from being
put on trial, from having her past
sexual choices used as proof that
she was "asking for it."
So, what is there left to talk
about, really?
Plenty. More, in fact, than
most of us care to contemplate.

College campuses are often
dangerous and confusing places
for young men and women to be.
With the public acknowledgment
of the problem of date rape
coming to the forefront in the
early '90s, more young nlcn
began to regard women they
thought they knew with mistrust.

and more young women began lo
approach men they thought they
knew with fear.
Men and women have a hard
time communicating with one
another, especially in an
atmosphere of mistrust. Men
complain that they don't know or
can't tell when a woman doesn't
want their attentions, and women

complain that men aren't paying
enough attention to their signals
to stop. What docs consent look
and sound like, beyond a simple
yes or no?
I.et me paint a scenario for
you, to show you just how
complicated it can get. Any
resemblance to anyone's love
life, living or dead, is purely
coincidental.
Let's say we have a
hypothetical young man. I'll call
him Al. who has come to college
with limited sexual experience.
One. maybe two partners,
probably his age. They may not
have been very comfortable with
their sexuality, or may have been
losing their virginity, but for
whatever reason, these women
were not particularly responsive.
So, the idea that a woman lays
still and is quiet during sex is the
limit of his experiences.
Okay, now let's take a
hypothetical girl, we'll call her
Alice, who has also come to
college. Alice has had a rather
conservative upbringing, and has
only ever had sex with is her
high school sweetheart, the boy
she lost her virginity to.
Got all that?
Okay, so Al and Alice meet.
They like each other. They
embark on a physical
relationship making out and
rolling around and what not.
This escalates. Al decides to
make his big move. Alice is not
happy. But, bccai se of her
upbringing, she's not prepared to
say no. So she relics on her body
language. She freezes.
Al doesn't notice anything is
wrong. The sexual experience
ends in awkward and

uncomfortable silence, as sex loo
often can and does. One of them
gets dressed and goes home.
The next day, Alice won't
talk to him And Al can't figure
out what he did wrong.
Sad couple of kids, aren't
they?
But she didn't consent. Of
course, she didn't exactly not
consent either.
So, what happened between
these two people?
One end of the argument
w'ili tell you this is date rape,
because she didn't explicitly say
The other extreme says that
if she didn't want to have sex
with him, she had no business
making out with him, being in
his room, etc.
Neither one of these views is
right. Yeah, he didn't ask. It's
often very difficult to risk outand-out rejection by putting
yourself on the line like that. So
you try and read your partners
"signals."
In this instance, that method
failed.
And yeah, she didn't come
out and say no. That too carrries
risk, especially if what you mean
is "no, not yet, but maybe later."
But we need to raise girls
who will grow into women that
can say no, as well as joyfully
say yes when that's what they
mean.
And we need to raise boys
who will grow into men that can
ask their partners' consent.
And we need to change the
dynamics that make men the
initiators and women the
receptors. Why don't we ever ask
for men's consent?

Got an opinion of your very own?
Think the whole campus is entitled to hear it?
You're right!

Raider Voices wants you!
Meet us at The Guardian from 2 to 4 p.m. on
Fridays, W016C Student Union, and we'll
take down what you have to say. First six to
eight students and staff who show up will get
their mugs in the paper. Won't Mom be proud?
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Chenevert to speak at conference
Lecture re r draws from "Wizard of Oz" in discussion
By SHAUNA M. SHEPLER
For The r
''*n
In hono>
' anniversary, the Wi
• University—Miami v
College of
Nursing and Health ill present
an all-day conference for nursing professionals throughout
the Dayton community on May
12 in the Multipurpose Room
of the Student Union. The conference will he held from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30p.m. Following the
conference, nursing professionals and the public will be invited to tour the college's newest facilities in Wright State's
University Hall during an open
house from 4p.m. until 7 p.m.,
with a special ceremony at 5
p.m. Nationally-known author
and
speaker,
Melodie
Chenevert, will be the featured
speaker at the confcrencc.
"We planned for over a
whole year for our 25"1 anniversary. We had three events;
in the fall [Novemberl we had a
Dinner Dance that was absol u f l y wonderful. And we had a
silent auction; we raised over
$5,000 for a scholarship. And
that was a well-attended event.
We'd never done anything like
that. And then in February, we
had a research conference, and
as part of that conference, we
sponsored a reception that was
part of a research poster session," said Donna Curry, chairperson of the 25'" anniversary
Celebration Committee.
Melodie Chenevert's presentation theme, "Over the
Rainbow," is designed to help
nurses prepare for the 2 l " c e n turv. Chenevert will cover top
BODY SHOCK
137 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 4S324
(937) 879-2867

n

Sterile, Professional^
Custom, FreehancM
FEMALE ARTIST/
PRIVACY AVAILABLE
EXOTIC BODY PIERCING
& BRANDING
MINUTES FROM WSU
Hours:
Mon. -Thurs. 4 - 1 0 PM
Fri.-Sat. 1 -10 PM
Sun. 1 - 4 PM
Friendly & Informative

ics such as the fundamentals of
strategic planning, threats and
opportunities facing nurses,
risk, and the difference between
leadership and management.
"She's |Chcncvcrl| really
neat. She's doing (his thing
that's kind of a spin-off about
where nursing is going, but with
the "Wizard of Oz" She wears
costumes and she's just extremely humorous." Curry said.
Director of her own company. PRO-NURSE, which provides products and services
designed to increase professional pride and productivity.
"We have a lot of issues like
other female-dominated fields.
Women have been socialized
to historically be passive and
just to sit back and follow
someone's lead. But I think in
the I ast 20 years there is a whole
area of feminist nursing, some
of the people that used to be on
faculty here | were] leaders in
that one sub-field. It's very
much true |fori any of the issues that relate to any field,
like education and like nursing. (which have been soj historically female-dominated,"
said Curry.
As a professional speaker,
Chenevert has conducted work-

shops throughout the United
States focusing on communication skills, management strategies. creativity, and innovation. Before starting her own
company. Chenevert worked as
a staff nurse, play therapist/
child mental health clinician,
psychiatric nursing instructor,
and established an entire school
of nursing. Chenevert has
authored several books, including. "STAT: Special Techniques
for Asserliveness
Training,"
and "The Pro-Nurse Handbook. "
The conference date was
chosen to commemorate the final day of National Nurse's
Week
and
Florence
Nightengale's birthday. The
conference will be held for
nursing professionals in the
Dayton community, including
alumni of Wright State's College of Nursing and Health. Attendees will receive a total of
6.1 contact hours for attending
the entire conference and completing an evaluation form. The
cost of the conference, which
includes lunch, is $20. To register for the confcrencc. or for
more i n f o r m a t i o n , c o n t a c t
Millie Biggers at (937) 7753133.

HONDA HONDA HONDA HONDA HONDA

(fflHOWHA
$10.15 PER HOUR

•

JOB FUNCTIONS: General warehouse
duties: picking, packing, shipping, and
receiving. Approximately ?5 hours per v/eek
with two shifts available.

•

Applicants must be enrolled as a full-time
student in an accredited college/university
and maintain aminimum GPA of 2.0.

•

Applicants may fax their resume to "College | |
Program" at 937-332-6189 or come to the
facility and fill out an application.

•

American Honda offers an attractive pay
rate, which while helping to support
financial needs, also provides a practical
and valuable work experience.
American Honda
101 8. Stanfield Rd.
Troy, OH 45373
AMERICAN HONDA IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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HR lecture series
By MATT DALEY
News Writer
Wright Suite University'sContemporary Human Resources Ixcture Scries will feature its Ihird and final insiallment of the 1998-99 school year
tomorrow at 11:30 am. in the Multipurpose Room of the Student Union.
"The theme for this year's series is
the "3Rs" of human resource strategics
for successful organizations." according to Gabriela Evora "Those are recruitment, rewards and retention. This
lecture's topic will he on how to retain
employees."
Carolyn Gould, partner-in-charge
of Expatriate Compensation and Administration
Services
for
Priccwaterhouse Coopers LLP, will
be the lecturer and will speak on the
topic of employee retention.
Gould has 20 years of experience
in developing international compensation policies for many of ihc Fortune

500corporations and over eight years
of experience in Expatriate Administration, accourding to Evora, and her
clients have included Pcpsi.Sony. Walt
Disney and IBM, among others.
Gould is also the United States
delegate lo the North American Human Resources Management Association. and she is a delegate to the
World Federation of Personnel Management Association.
The general public is welcomed to
attend Ihc free event, said Evora. However. the lecture is geared towards
those i n the human resources and management professions.
"Human resource and management majors, especially, arc highly
recommended to attend. Human resource majors will team the do's and
do not's ofretention,and how to keep
a good employee once you get one,"
said Evora
For more information or to RSVP,
contaci Evora at (937) 775-2468.

GOOD MORNING
COMMUTERS!

Stop by for FREE CommuterOriented Information and
FREE Food!!
May 11, 1999 on the Quad
((RAINSITE: Millett Study Lounge)
9:00 am - 11:00 am
For more info, Contact
Gerry or Rose at 775-5570

MAVDAZS
'99
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FRIDAY MAY 7TH 12-6PM LOT4
WWSU'S BROADCAST
SCHEDULE
12-1 CLASSIC ROCK
1-2 RPM
2-3 METAL
3 4 HIP HOP
4-5 ALTERNATIVE
5-6 PUNK/REGGAE

BROUGHT TO
YOU BY
THOS&
FUN KIPS AT...

LOOK FOR WWSU AT
•LIVE BROADCAST
•FREE CUPS FOR (FILL IN
TYPE) DRINKS
•CD TOSS
•MEET YOUR FAVORITE DJ S
•WIN WIN WIN FREE CD'S
•HAVE SOME FUN!
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"We were surprised cause
Hawes and Travis Howe
have been playing for eight wc arc a new band. We were
excited, not really expecting
years now.
They performed together to win as wc were doing this
The 1999 Battle of the Bands in their previous band. Threat for fun. Wc arc especially
happy about the studio time
winners were announced last By Example.
Threat By Example played and hope this helps with the
week with Disasternaut beating out bands the Ham 'N' in last year's Battle of the selling of our new CD." added
Cheese, Headset. Clubberlang, Bands and lost in the finals. Hawes.
Threat By Example is on
Disastcrnaut consists of
Nimbus and Sugar Dust.
"Disastcrnaut won bccasue Matt Mihalus drummer. Mat- Aurora Records, and when
they were unlike any of the thew Rcis singer. Thcramin Hawes and Howe left the
other acts and their music went and Samples. Jeff Mihalus group. Aurora Records recogtogether well with their name." bass player, Hawes guitarist nized their talent.
"When we started the band,
said David Mover, concert chair and Howe sings and plays guitar. These are the five origi- they got us as well. It is pretty
for Union Activities Board.
cool and will help in national
Experience from the past can nal members of the band.
"It's hard to say if we have distribution of our albums."
form together to make a successful band. Just ask Ben any influences. There are so said Hawcs.
In fact. Disastcrnaut has
Hawcs who has recently joined many, but at the same time
with four other guys to create everyone in the band is so lately released their first EP.
different. That's weird be- which is seif-titled.
the band Disastcrnaut.
"It's hard to describe our
"We started practicing in cause we click so well tomid-December, so for around gether. It's like fate that we music. It's pretty original and
it's
like Pink Floyd meets The
arc
together,"
mentioned
four months we have been toDeftones."
commented
gether." said Ben Hawcs. gui- Hawes.
"They play like they've Hawcs.
tar player for the band and
Tracks such as. "fawns"
sophomore at WSl' studying been together for years." said
and "Over You" arc different
Moyer.
chemistry.

By JASON SEAMAN
Spotlight Writer

sounds that you don't hear everyday. "Seasick" and "Before The Big Sleep" complete
the album, and they blend well
with the other songs to make
this scl'i-titled EP have a
unique rud great sound.
"In the future, wc are either
going to do another EP or possibly with the studio time, we
may release a LP. It's up in
the air. Wc just want to push
our new CD. but we should
have something out by the end
of the year." added Hawes.
Disastcrnaut's first EP can
be purchased a couple of different ways.
"We arc selling the EP at
cost. S3 a piece which is no
profit. Getting our music out
to people is more important
than making a profit. I just
hope we go somewhere. We
are so new. we need to keep
playing more shows and hope
people like it. If you are in the
Dayton area, we will play for
free at parties or whatever."

THl 6UARDUW
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concluded Hawcs.
You can go sec Disastcrnaut
for free at May Daze, this Friday. May 7. around 2 p.m. in
Lot 4. More information on
Disastcrnaut and their EP. can
be reached at (937) 316-6130
or
on
the
web
at
www.aurorarccords.com/
disastcrnaut. htm.
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Connery and Zeta-Jones enchanting in "Entrapment"

j|j§» **•

Entrapment"

The pi.
of Scan
Connery's latest Bond-csque adventure "Entrapment" is completely preposterous, but who cares.
The summer is almost upon us
and that means action, excitement,
and thrills (and not much plot).
This film is no different as
Connery scans the globe in search
of the perfect score.
As producer of the film as well.
Connery and director Jon Amid
("Copycat") find tlie perfect locals. stunts, and technical wonders
to make Her Majesty's Secret Service blush in shame.
Oh yeah. Scotland's proud son
also found the perfect co-star
The Mask of Zorro's scenestealing Catherine Zeta-Jones costars as Gin, an insurance agent hot
(and I mean hot) on the heels of
Connery's Robert MacDougal, u
world-renowned thief.
After swiping a Rembrandt—
all the while dangling 70 stories
outside an office window, in the
middle of the night, with equipment our government hasn't even
thought up yet—Gin gets her

chance to catch him in action.
This is not quite a paint-bynumbers flick. Things aren't exactly what they seem, as well as.
people. Thai's the way these films
seem to work now-a-days. I think
they've run out of truly ama/ing
ways of twisting plot devices and
characters, now to trick us the
writer's literally have to trick themselves.
Obviously things get a little
ci >se for Gin and Mac. but Matmust abide hv his code of never
getting close to someone else before the trust can build, which has
to be killing the old timer given the
fact Gin is constantly egging him
on.
This is a beautiful and young
(29 in reality) woman in his midst.
He's aging gracefully (at almost
69), as most women would tell
you, and yet he still can't be seduced by her. That's probably ihe
most unbelievable thing in the film!
The nice thing about him sticking by his guns is the fact that he
very well could be her grandfather.
Hollywood is getting a little
sick these day s (example Nicholson
and Helen Hunt. .4s Good as it
Gels). F know that even with the
proven effects of Viagra anything's
possible, but they have to give us
some credit.

Faculty Showcase
at Wright State

By CHERJANET LINZY
Spotlight Writer

Wright State's music faculty hits
the stage as they present another
episode of the Faculty Showcase
on May 9.
During this showcase faculty
members Benita and Jackson
Leung. Karl Sievcrsand Kimbcrly
Warrick will come together from
various educational backgrounds
to show some of the talent that is
prominent among Wright State faculty.
Karl Sievers, assistant professor of music, is a graduate from the
Indiana University of Music. He
also went to the Conservatory of
Music at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. He is also a
member of the Faculty Brass Quintet as well as the WSU Faculty Jazz
Combo.
Kimbcrly Warrick, assistant
professor of music, received her
degree from California State University at Northridge. She also went
to the University of Northern California. She has appeared in such

pieces as "Violetta" in "La
Traviata" and Blondchcn in "The
Abdiictiuonfrom the Seraglio" as a
soprano.
Jackson Leung, coordinatoi of
keyboard studies and, director of
orchestras at Wright State, and
Benita Leung, associate faculty of
piano at Wright State, received
degrees from Hong Kong Baptist
University, Temple University and
the University Cincinnati's College-Conscrvatory of Music. Together they make up an astounding
duo of pianist that have toured the
world's colleges and universities.
The Leungs have been performing
together 1986. In 1996 and 1998
they were awarded first prize in the
Teacher Duo Division at the Ohio
Music Teachers Association
Graves Competition.
The showcase begins at 3 p.m.
in the Creative Arts Center Concert Hall. Tickets arc S8 general
admission in advance. $5 for students and senior citizens. Tickets
can bo purchased at the Student

Even with the age difference
the two leads have wonderful chemistry and play well together.
Through thick and thin our heroes
go through it all.
As an audience we arc taken
from Ne w York to London, beautiful Scotland, and finally Kuala
Lumpur. Malaysia. It is here that
the final scenes lake place, mostly
a top the world's tallest building,
the Petronas Twin Towers.
it is here that the pesky Y2K
bug takes it's true hold over the
world, and our plucky team is going to take advantage of it.
All of this leads toehases. huge
parties, dare-devil escapes, and
world's highest Tarzan-like acrobatics. And the nice thing is that it
all wraps up in under two hours.
The film is completely beyond
the realm of possibility, it's heroes
are thieves, and if or when love

blooms between the two. it's kind
of, w e l l . . . sick. Even with all of
that going against it, it works, somehow. It's one of those serial types
of films, like a Bond flick, or even
an Indiana Jones adventure.

action isexciting. fast paced, and it
truly lets the audience escape reality. "Entrapment" is a good time at
the movies, no more and no
less.Agent 007 would be proud.

You are invited to

Miami
Valley
Hospital
beginning at3pnr

student
nurses recru

Graduates,
please plan to attend.
We will be conducting interviews that afternoon!

food drinks door prizes

MiamiValley Hospital
The Region's Leader

Place—6th floor
Can't attend? Send your resume to. Jill Herman.
Nurse Recruiter, MIAMI VALLEY HOSPITAL
One Wyoming Street Dayton OH 45409.
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Alan Chow to perform in Creative Arts Center
By CHERJANET LENZY
1!
Spotligi'
*er
Chopin
Rayvel and
Beethovei.
a few of the
sounds that c. .
icard in pianist Alan Chow's performances.
He will begin by performing
"Barcarolle" and "l.e Trombeau
de Coupcrin." He will conclude
the evening by performing

Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy,
op. SO" with theWSU Chamber
Orchestra. University Chorus
and Madrigal Singers, conducted by Dr. Jackson Leung.
During his visit. Alan Chow
will also hold pre-concert
classes and lectures sessions.
On May 4. students can attend a
free and open lecture on "Careers in Music" from 12:30p.m.
to 1:30p.m. in the Creative Arts

MATTHEW BRODERKK
REESE W1THERSPOON

Center Concert Hall.
On May 5, from 10 a.m. to
11 a.m. a demonstration and lecture will be held for the Ohio
Music Teachers Association
Western
District.
the
Beavercreek Teachers Association and the Dayton Piano
Teachers Study Club at the Seventh Day Ad ventist Church. The
event will be at 3939
Stoncbridgc Rd. in Kettering.
Currently. Chow serves on
the piano faculty at Northwestern University and has a long
list of awards.
Chow won first pri/e at the
Concert Artists Guild International New York Competition
and the Palm Beach International Piano Competition. Finally, he also claimed second
place and received the Audience Favorite Prize Bachauer

Ca^

"I DON
T' EXPECT TO SEE A BETTER
AMER
C
IAN COMEDY THS
I YEAR
THANICTION."™
pUvl Wn. HA* Wl I AlfiJjHKtHULfewWthenpon is if
•miinfe'soff

International Piano Competition.
A d v a n c cd
tickets arc S8
general admission and $5 for
students and senior citizens. At
the door, tickets
are $10 general
admission and $6
for students and
senior citizens.
Tickets can be
purchased
through the Student Union Box
Office
at
(937)775-5544.
For more information. contact
Jackson Y. Leung
at (937)775-2386.

Art
reception

tfce..

May Dm Cms
Friday, May 7th, 1999
12 noon until 6:00 pm
Parkins Lot 4

BIG
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nteractive
Games

2-°n-3
B-Batl Tournament

STARTS FRD
I AY MAY 7

SHOWCASE CINEMAS I SHOWCASE CINEMAS I n AVTflll t i l l I C A

CROSS POINITEIHUBER HEG
I HTS I ™ MALL 5-8
6751 LOOP BOAO

11 434*0144

17737WAYNET0WN BIVO

236-1136

433-3200

Sponsored by the
Union Activities Board. WSU Bookstore.
Campus Rec aw) many others!!!
For more info call x550Q

By CHERJANET LENZY
Spotlight Writer

In honor of the "Dance of the
Ohio" art exhibit, there will be a
reception in the Student Union
Formal Lounge.
Numerous events arc planned
for the reception beginning with
Native American poetry readings
by Wright State English instructor
Adricnne Casscl.
Following will be a discussion
from Rainbow Eagle (Rolland J.
Williston) to explain the different
symbols and iconography that can
be found throughout Native American art. Eagle, an Okla-Choctaw
American Indian, has been a storyteller and teacher for the last 15
years.
During this time period, hehas
traveled and shared his native culture with many people across North
America.
Musical entertainment will be
provided by Shcrri Hammond as
she sings songs in the native tongue,
with accompaniment from flutist
Ken Watson.
Throughout the reception participants can stop by and gather
materials from the Miami Valley
Council of Dayton information
booth. For a change of focus, visitors can go to the formal lounge
and hear Alisha Degenhart. a local
musician. perform piano selections.
"lite reception is free to ihe pub-
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Theatre schedule released Superior second
By JASON SEAMAN
Spotlight Writer
The next academic school
year should he a remarkable experience for the Wright State
University Department of Theatre.
It is WSU's "25th Silver Anniversary Season" and they have
named next years event. "One
Singularly Sensational Season."
They recently released tentative dates for next years plays
and productions.
Kicking off the season will
he
the comedy, "You Can't
Take It With You." It will be
directed by Mary Donahoc who
directed "A Piece of My Heart"
this year. The production will
run Oct. 14 to 24. 1999.
The second play scheduled is
the musical "Rags." to be directed by Joe Deer. This story
revolves around immigrants who
come to America and quickly
learn the hardships of life in our
country. Look for this musical
Nov. II to 28. 1999.
in the winter of 2000. the Tennessee William's classic. "A
Streetcar Named Desire" will be
showing. Sandra Crews, who
directed us "A Few Good Men,"
will be directing this production.
This incredible drama tells a narrative of reality, deception and
desire. "A Streetcar Named Desire" will run Jan. 20 to 30.2000.

W. Stuart McDowell will
bring us a modified version of
Shakespeare in . "Romeo and
Juliet/America 2000."
"Stuart will update this into a
contemporary environment and
format." said Kristin Kopp. promotions manager for the Theatre
department. The updated show
will be playing Feb. 17 to 27,
2000.
Finishing the season of classics, will be "A Chorus Line," to
be directed by Joseph Bates. He
will once again team with
Su/anne Walker, who together
brought us "Crazy For You."
"This musical is one of the

most famous musicals, there's
unbelievable dancing and tremendous characters." added
Kopp. You can see this number May 11 to 18. 2000.
'It's going to be a great
season next year. It will showcase the strengths of our actors. dancers and faculty members." Kopp concluded.
You can purchase season
tickets now: $65 for adults and
$55 for students and senior
citizens.
For more information, call
the WSU Box Office at (937)
775-2500 from noon to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Gus Gus

|"This is NosTnal'

Following a critically acclaimed debut album can be a
daunting task for any artist.
But Eric Benet takes it all
in stride to craft a stunning
sophomore effort, "A Day in
the Life."
In the three years since his
True to Yourself" debut,
Benct's sound has come a long
way.
Grounded in classic R&B
and jazz, each of the 13 tracks
on "A Day in the Life" shows
Benet maturing as both a
songwriter and performer.

The songs arc upbeat, sentimental and funky all in one.
More than just love songs,
these tracks have spice. From
the opener "That's Just My
Way," a sultry confession of
passion, to the last track "Love
of My Own." an emotional ballad about love and loss, the entire album showcases Benet's
creativity.
The CD also features guest
stars such & Faith Evans and
Me'Shell Ndegeocello backing
up Benet on vocals as Wyclef
Jean and others helped produce
and write the album.
Mix all these elements together and Benet reates a clever
sound certain to make anyone's
day a little better.(A//Butler)

1U \N<yJUU DLL*
on May 6th 1999
from 10 am to 2pm
wwsu will present an audio
event to bring the campus
together-

L to r: Aaron Grabianowski. Alvaoro Leite, Joshua
Gartland. Eboni Morrow and Amanda Dawicke

"Normal" is exceptional
p..® p . , e

i

Eric Benet
"A Day in
the Life"
• • • •

Iceland, Finland and Sweden
have produced some of the most
innovative and catchy pop music
throughoui the years. From pure
kitch groups like ABBA. Roxctte
and Acc of Base, to the divine music
of Hanoi Rocks. Bjork
and libba Forsbcrg, the
Scandanavian sound
has surprised and influenced radio waves for
dccadcs.
The techno group
Gus Gus continues this
tradition. On their second album "This is Normal," the line between
rave industrial and radio-friendly dance
songs get crossed. This
is the techno album that
Madonna wishes she
could have made. The
nine piece group blends
together endearing lyrics with haunting DJ-

ing and guitar arrangements.
The circular beats of the first
track. " Lady shave" add to the
subtle dirtiness of the sexual fetish laden lyrics. Religion and
wonderment follow the groove
af'Starlovers" making you think
while you dance. Each song refleets a different experience
through beat, emotion and words.
The music of Gus Gus is some
of the most innovative dance to
come out in a long time. Each
song is synthesizer heavy. while
being short enough for nonlechno listeners to not get bored
from a drawn out groove.
The trade off of lead vocals
from Hafdis Huld. Daniel Agust
and Magnus Jonsson adds to the
variety and uniqueness of each
song.
The album is thouroughly
enjoyable, and shows a taste of
the music for the millenium.
(Thomas Poole )

Sex!
Sex! Sex!

a

Listen to Zrob as he spins the
songs that make the whole
world #%@!

mJ

\m

An FDX Company

$7.50 per hour

•Weekends Off!
•Average 25-30 Hours A Week
•Two Shifts Available
Job requires working rapidly for long periods of time. Work
isignments include repetitive lifting, carrying, pushing & pulling
of packages from a trailer or into step vans.
IF you have a strong work ethic with an excellent
attendance record, please call to apply:
RPS Inc.
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424
(937) 236-6774
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The ~tate of Major League Baseball
It will on Iy

onsidered our national pastime in the past tense unless Selig acts fast

By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor
If you listen to the average fan,
they will inform you that the 1998
season saved Major League Baseball.
Following the players strike of
1994, attendance was down all over
the league and everyone thought
that our national pastime could no
longer compete with the likes of

Yankees shortstop Derek
Jeter makes $4 million and
is considered underpaid.

football, basketball and even wrestling.
However, thanks to the home
run chase between Mark McGwire
and Sammy Sosa, coupled with the
amazing 125 wins of the New York
Yankees, fans were back last year
and baseball appeared to be fine.
The problem is that the amazing 1998 season might have only
been a temporary solution to a much
bigger problem in baseball...
money.
Money almost killed the game
in 1994 and it is on the verge of
doing so once again. And that is
not because the salaries of players
is too high in baseball. That argument could be made for any professional sport.
Baseball is unlike any other
major professional sport for one
reason. Discrepancies in payroll.
For starters, the National Football League and the National Basketball Association both have salary caps. That means that the league
sets a limit which each team can
spend and no team may go over
their cap. Therefore, the Chicago
Bullsmust spend basically the same
amount as the Los Angeles Clippers on their players. This makes
sure that a team cannot "buy" a
championship as many said the
Yankees did last year in baseball.
On top of that, the NFL and
NBA have revenue sharing. In
other words, if the Denver Broncos make a great deal of money
the sales of merchandise,
a certain percentage of that money
to the league. The league
then distributes that money to the
of the teams in order to promote a level playing field.
This seems like a relatively

good idea. Make sure that the
players decide games and not
wealthy owners.
Well, MLB has still not grasped
this concept.
In pro baseball, any team can
spend as much money as they want
and there is no revenue sharing.
Therefore, the "big market" teams
will cveoftally have a monopoly
on baseball unless commissioner
Bug Selig acts fas!
For example, thisycar the Yankees have a league high payroll of
S84 million. On the ilip side, the
Montreal Expos have a payroll of
just over $16 million.
What? That can't be right.
We've heard endless times over
the last few years that baseball is a
business and everyone knows that
you can't compete with another
business that is operating with o"er
five times the resources that you
do. Exactly the point.
Before the season even began,
you could have bet your life that
the Expos had no shot at competing with teams like the Yankees.
And that is only one example.
There arc many other teams that
have double or triple the payrolls
of their competitors.
The Los Angeles Dodgers began the 1999 season with a payroll
of $79 million. The Baltimore
Orioles were not far behind with a
payroll of $78 million.
In comparison, the Cincinnati
Reds have a payroll of $33 million
anil general manager Jim Bowden
had to pull ownership's teclh to get
the figure that high.
The Reds had a payroll of just
over $20 million a year ago. but
didn't want any excuses this year.
No excuses'.' $33 million is

only half as much as the payroll'
of Ohio's other team, the Cleveland Indians.
The biggest cause for the
discrepancies in payrolls is the
money that teams generate
through cable television contracts.
Every team in baseball has a
contract with a cable company,
but compare two "big market"
teams, the Atlanta Braves and
the ChicagoCubs. with the Reds.
The Braves arc owned by
billionaircTcdTurnerwhoowns
the cable channel TBS. All of
the Braves games are seen nationally on TBS and the Braves
get a big percentage of the
money generated.
The same goes for the Cubs
for the most part. All of their
games are seen nationally on
WG N. allowing the Cubs to rake
in a lot of cash.
The Reds, on the other hand,
have a cont ract with FOX Sports
Ohio. This contract allows local viewers to see a little more
than half of the Reds games. Albert Belle makes nearly $10
Not quite the same as broad- million per year for the Orioles.
casting every game nationally, That is more than half of the
entire Minnesota Twins roster.
is it?
So what arc teams to do? If
you don't play in a big city, do
you even have a chance?
Well, yes. The Indians do
not play in a "big market" but
Ihcy have been one of the most
successful franchises of the '90s.
"We don't play in a large
market, but because of our stadium, we arc able to function as
a large market Seam," said Indians general m jiager John Hart.
The Orioles, who currently
have a 7-17 record, prove that

having a big payroll doesn't guarantee
you anything. However, the Yankees
have already proven that it sure doesn't
hurt.
The Pittsburgh Pirates, one of
bascbal I's most historic franchises, have
a payroll under $20 million again this

Tennis teams conclude successful season
Coach Herb Foster and Darius Prier take home the hardware
By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor
The Wright State men's tennis
team finishedaclose second at last
week's Midwestern Collegiate
Confcrencc Tennis Championships.
The Raiders were edged 4-3 by
Butler in the finals.
WSU topped Wisconsin-Green

Bay in the semifinals 4-2.
Individual victories against
Butler were collected by Chad
Dcrry, Warren Gavin and Darius
Prier.
The lone doubles victory for
the Raiders in thefinalswent to the
tandem of Mike Brush and Derek
Steinberg.
Following the meet, Prier was
named as a recipient of the Arthur

Ashe Sports Scholars Award.
in the semifinals.
Four WSU playersfinishedwith
The award is given to one male
and one female minority athlete 20 or more singles victories on the
pcrycarwhocxcmplified outstand- year. They include Gloria Montero
ing achievement on the court and (23-13). Anjali Mathur (21-16).
Mel issa Dunham-Freer (23-16) and
in the classroom.
On top of that. WSU head coach Hillary Shantcau (20-7).
Herb Foster was named as the MCC
The women finished with a 2212 record and the men concluded
Coach of the Year.
with
a 19-11 mark along with the
The Wright State women's tennis team were defeated 6-0 by UIC second-place MCC trophy.

See "nionevball" p. 13

In this section:
• Wright State baseball evens their record
at 22-22
p. 12
• Baseball coming
to the Gem City
p. 13
• Look for more
stimulating commentary next week!
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Wright State basebai* evens out their record at 22-22
By MORGAN SANBORN
Sports Writer
The Wright State baseball team
started out last week with a win
against Shawnee Slate. 6-5 and
then went on to beat Kastern Kentucky. 4-3.
However, on May I. the Raiders lost both games against tiny
Ohio Dominican. I l - ( i a n d I0-7
Jason Krcn/fcc pitched the first
four innings giving up five hits and
two runs.
Mark Squire relieved Kren/ke
in the fourth, pitched two innings
and gave up seven runs and five
hits

over the weekend as he is out with
an injury.
Beam continues Ins awesome
hitting for the season as his batting
average is a whopping .395.
Ron Nischwit/ picked up his
750" win for Wright State oil Sunday. His record stands at 750-5317, for the 25 years he has been
coaching.

Nischwit/ entered this season
36"'on the Division I active coachcs
1st III
ictoric.v
Wright State will be playing
away this week at Pittsburgh and
Detroit..
WSU wraps up the regular season with a home game against Ball
State on May 11, First pitch is at 4
p.m.

Terry Lambert finished up for
the Raiders, giving up two runs.
'Hie following game wasn't
much belter for the Raiders.
Ohio Donunican scored first in
the second inning. Then Wright
State answered with two runs in
their next at bat.

S
g
o
2
Dusty Beam is hitting

.395 with 11 HR and 56 RBI to lead WSU.

The game was close until the
ninth, when Ohio Dominican
scored six runs and took the wind
out o f the Raider game.
On May 2. Wright State had
one last chance to beat Ohio Dominican and they did just that. Chris
Bedford pitched the game giving
up five runs. The final score was
12-5.

•.I.HHHilUa

YOUR PROFESSOR GAVE YOU ALL
SEMESTER TO COMPLETE THE PROJECT.
YOU GAVE YOURSELF 24 HOURS.

Dusty Beam was great ly missed

It's (i good thin# we're open oil of them.

"MoneybaM" continued
year.
ManagcrGene I.amont had one
of the most profound quotes o f the
year.
" W i t h the difference in how
teams can pay their players, some
teams like us are just playing for
pride."
Pride? One shouldn't go as far
as toquote Marccllis Wallace from
Pulp Fiction, but isn't baseball
about more than pride? M L B
should have a level playing field,
that way we cannot eliminate half
the teams before the season even
begins.
Here's to hoping Selig finds a
solution fast.

This
month
earn extra $$$
for back to
school.

kinko's

Hrmd cmtii for d I f c n ?
N « * d cash tor taot books? K . - K ! cash for school «•«•?
H w d cosh for a p p L « ?

I xpn ss Yourself

Earn up to
$225
0 month by donating potentially
lit©-saving plasma! Visit our friendly, modem center ond
find out more about the opportunity to earn cosh while
helping others.

wiStoeiPMK,. MMMNMIION i m w :
EiNrj*'. AS a m m MUCK •H'IHINI, iisf r

20% Off
" ] ' BUY ONE GET 0NE~FREE~ ~"j
BINDING SERVICES ; ! COMPUTER SERVICE RENTAL j

As part of o Compony research program, an expe.-imentol
t e n will be performed on your plasma which could potorv
tiolly benefit plosmo product recipients in the years to
come! Your research porticipotion is entirely voluntary however. it is required if you want to donate plasma.

W l t t M

$ 5 Extra

y o u

b r i n g

klnkor

Mils

I
:
I

c e N T e o N

89$ FULL-SERVE
COLOR COPIES
*ilid!***''

klnkor
FAIRBORN
2646 COLONEL GLENN HWY.
937-429-2585

B l o - B » r v l c » i
On* Coupon
MI pw pernor K
w ConNw>
donooonV
G o o d t h r o u g h 1999
1 A S E. H a U n o Si. * T A B U I 2 2
Doyton. OH. 224-1973
H o u r * ; M o n . - F H . b:30am-8pm
San0»m-2pin
Sat ! 0 j m - 2 p m Sun
S u n 9am-4£m

24 HOURS / 7 DAYS A WEEK
I-800-2-KINK0S
WWW.KINKOS COM
|

klnkor -jz
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Raider golf updala

Hoop recruits are Baseball
comes to
finalized, finally
Dayton

By DAN STUPP
Sports Writer

Dayton invitational (April 5):
WSU had their best outing of the
">r as they finished 3rd out of 13

The Wright Slate golf team i
cently finished 13th out of 17 lean;
at the challenging 54 hole Fossum
Invitational.
JoeOstnon was thefinestRaider
golfer at Fossum, shooting a 227
which landed him in 31st place.
Fossum was the sixth tournament for WSU this spring.
Previous results are as follows.
Eastern Kentucky Invitational
(March26-27): WSU finished 10th
out of 19 teams.
Jim Henderson finished 10th
with a score of 225.
University of Kentucky Invitational (April 2-3): WSU finished
12th out of 18 teams.
Henderson again led the Raiders with a score of 224 which gave
him j 22nd place finish.

deciding on Providence.
Depite missing on Jefferson.
Schilling and his staff have comEd Schilling and the Wright piled a fairly good crop of incoming
o o Collegiate Classic (April State men's basketball team lost freshmen for next year.
18-19): WSU finished 7th out of out in the greatly anticipated
Vcrnard Hollins. a 6*3" guard
12 teams.
from Ft. Wayne, Ind., recently led
Marcus Jefferson sweepstakes.
Henderson landed in 5th place
Jefferson,a6'4" highly recruited the Indiana All-Stars in scoring in an
with a score of 216.
guard from Notre Dame Prep exhibition game against the Ohio
Cobra Classic (April 24-25): School, was reportedly interested All-Stars. Look for Hollins to start
WSU finished 19th out of 19 teams. in WSU, but signed a national let- at shooting guard.
Henderson shot a 216 and fin- ter ol intent with Providence ColThomas Hope, a 6'9" forward
ished in 25th place.
from Ontario. Canada, is considered
lege earlier this week
Schilling had actively recruited one of the best prep players from his
Jefferson since the beginning of state. He is more of a wing player
the year, but Jefferson was set from than a power forward, but he should
the beginning on attending a "big- get the starting nod at the four position.
ger" school.
The final two members of the
First, Jefferson looked at
class
arc point guard Joe Bills and
Dcpaul, then Notre Dame, then
forward
John Watkins.
Iowa, then Wisconsin, until finallv
Ray finished second in
t tournament with a score

By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor

k

CONSIDERING ABORTION?
MIAMI VALLEY WOMEN'S
CENTER

Compassionate &
Confidential

A PREGNANCY MEDICAL CENTER
ALL SERVICES FREE
"Your Health And Safety Are Important To Us"
' Information On A Woman's Choices:
Abortion ProcedureRisks & Alternatives
• Baby Furniture & Needs - Housing Information
" individual & Croup Support for Single Moms
& Dads & Post Abortion Stress
Huber His
Kettering
7049 A Taylorsville Rd
2345 W. Stroop Rd (near the GM Plant)
236-2273
298-4244

Free Pregnancy Tests
Medical Exams
&UItrasounds
www.womenscenter.org

UPCOMING SEMINARS
COMING TO TAMA SOON...
MAY 22 & 23 - Grandmaster C»coy Canetefromthe Philippines.
Learn from the legendary Doce Pares. This is a special
seminar. Grandmaster Canete is the world's foremost
expert in disarms.
COST: Advance - $100
At the Door-$120
One day fee - $65

!
RESTAURANT

FIELD'S IS A PRIVATELY OWNED,
FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT. WE
DON'T NEED A LOT OF PEOPLE, JUST
A FEW GOOD ONES. IF YOU ARE
COURTEOUS AND DEPENDABLE, WE
WILL TRAIN YOU. WE ARE NOW
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
FULL OR PART-TIME WAITER/
WAITRESS.
CALL OR STOP IN BETWEEN
11AM - 2PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY.

426 - 5785

June 26 & 27 - Master Vut Kamnark from Thailand. One of the
finest Muay Thai Instructors. A champion himself & a
Muay Thai full contact promoter.
COST: Advance-$100
At the Door - $120
One Day:Advance - $50
At the Door - $65
July 10 & 11 - Matt Furey, world Kung Fu and wrestling champion
will present a seminar on grappling and submission
holds. Matt's training advice is sought by prestigious
UFC fighters such as Ken Shamrock. Guy Mezger, Jerry
Bohlander, and Brian Johnston.
COST: Advance - $100
At the Door-$120
One Day :Advance - $50
At the Door - $65
Tama Martial Arts Center
1753 Woodman Dr
Kettering. OH 45429
(937) 254-7035

By JACK MEYER
For The Guardian
The city of Dayton knew they
would have a baseball team for a
little while and now they have a
name.
On a beautiful Monday afternoon at Courthouse Square downtown, the name for the team was
announced as the Dayton Dragons.
Duringthisceremony that featured a two story high inflatable
dragon, the team's uniforms were
modeled and hundreds of fans
applauded their approval.
Some of the fans at the ceremony didn't like the name and
logo. These fans feel that the
name needed a more local feel,
like the Wright Brothers or something to do with aviation.
But most in attendance were
very pleased and excited with the
name.
Now all the Dragons need is a
stadium to play in.
Well, a new $23 million. 7,500
seat stadium is under construction right now in downtown Dayton. It will be ready for baseball
in April of next year.
Team officials report thai a
little over 1,800 down payments
have been made for season tickets and expect more to be made
by the time the Dragons take the
field.
The new logo features a large
green dragon head with orange,
black . silver and white trim.
The new uniforms feature a
white one for home, gray on the
road and green for Sunday games.
The Dragons are currently
known as the Rockford. III. Reds
and will conclude theirfinalseason in Rockford in early September.
Reds fans have wanted a minor league affiliate in the Gem
City for a long time, but former
Reds owner Marge Schott was
against the idea.
Schott feared that having professional baseball in Dayton
would cause less fans to make the
one hour trip to Cincinnati to see
the big club.
With so much enthusiasm
going on, the Dayton Dragons,
the Class A affiliate of the Cincinnati Reds, should be a huge
success. Not only for the ciiv of
Dayton, but for the fans as well.
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CLASSIFIEDS

NQI F.T & RESTAURANT
ERS
HOST MARRIOTT SERVICES
al Dayton International Auport
Shift Supervisors
Cooks (Prep Grill & Fry)
Busscrs
Dishwashers
A leader in airport concessions is
currently looking for several highly
motivated team players lo join our family
If youirc a problem solver w/cxccllcnt
communication skills who enjoys fastpaced environment, we want to hear from
you. Shift supervisors 2 years managerial
experience in the food service industry
required. We offer a full range of
benefits lo include 4 0 I K , slock purchase,
vacation, sick days, medical, denial and
life. Please call (937) 898-3592, or
Apply in person al the: Bakery Deli
located in center concourse. Dayton
International Airport, coc m/f/d'v Drug
Free Environment.
Hc'p Wanted: Student* interested in
learning behavior modification
techniques lo leach our young child with
autism in our Troy home S7-SI2 per
hour. C V I Elaine al 339-2756.
Personal Care Assistant needed for
College Park Resident. Mornings, nights,
and weekends. S7.00 per hour (for
summer quarter). I f interested call
Patrick al 775-1602
Earn up lo S6.000/mo. P T
SI2.000/mo. F T
Processing MIT and Capital Refunds

N'o Kxp. Rcq.
1-888-549-3435
RESEARCH Participate in a sleep
research project at the VA Hospital W i l l
compensate. Call 267-3910, Mon.-Fri.
7:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

FREE RADIO
•S1250!
Fundraiser open to student groups and
organizations Eam S3-S5 per Visa'MC
app, We supply all materials al no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE Baby
Boom Bo* 1-800-932-0528x65
www.ocmconccpts com
Family in Switzerland looking for A u
Pair lo help teach English to kids, walk
dogs, and minimal cleaning. Male or
female with a valid drivcris license.
Ability to speak German helpful, bui nol
ncccssary I f interested, please contact
JcIT al jbarsaloufuihotmail.com.
Caregiver in my home 3 days/week. 2
children Musi have own transportation
in Oakwood. Flexible schedule till
quarters over. 298-6437.
Nursery Attendant Needed for Sunday
Mornings Aley United Methodist
Church Kemp Rd., Bravercrcck.
Nursr.) A g n : Birth to 35 months.
Time: 8:15 am to 12:30 pm. Pay $35.
The N u r w r y Ministry i t seeking 2
people lo work alternating Sundays.
Nursery Attendant will be assisted by
Aley Church nursery volunteers.
Please contact Beth Taylor, Director of
Christian Education at 426-3988 for
more information.
-Child Care- Loving Fun Person to
Inieracl/Emertaiii My 2 1/2 Year Old
Toddler in My Home 9AM-3PM
Monday-Friday 259-1124

SI0-S12 PER H O t ' R
V JOB W I T H F L E X I B L E
A T O W O R K A R O U N D YOUR
OLSCHEDULE?
r.X. KIENCE A FAST-PACED
ENVIRONMENT AND RECEIVE
ON-THE-JOB T R A I N I N G .
APPLY T O D A Y A T :
CROWNE PLAZA DAYTON
33 EAST F I F T H STREE T
D A Y T O N . O H I O 45402
ENTER T H E B U I L D I N G ON
JEFFERSON S T R E E T SIDE
ASK A B O U T OUR S50.0II
R E F E R R A L FEE!!

NEED S SPRING QUARTER?
Assist a sludenl with a disability InClass
(Taking class notes, assisting with lab
work, writing, etc.)
S5.70 an hour - work around your class
schedule
Come to the Office of Disability
Services
El86Student Union
775-5680
S288 or more per month. S9 per hour.
Good experince for students interested
in Med, Nursing, PT school but not a
necessity. Personal care for a disabled
professor b am lo 8 am. every other
day. Call Dr. Chang at 775-4875.
EAST END C O M M U N I T Y
SERVICES CORPORATION IS
R E C R U I T I N G FOR C A M P
COUNSELORS 20-30 HOURS PER
W E E K . S7.00 PER HOUR FOR AGES
7 T O 12. BEGINNING JUNE 28AUGUST 6.
QUALIFICATONS: COLLEGE
STUDENT, ENJOY W O R K I N G
W I T H CHILDREN. ABILITY TO
ASSERT POSITIVE DISCIPLINE.
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
W O R K I N G W I T H INNER C I T Y
C H I L D R E N . S U B M I T RESUME T O :

JOHN D O W N E Y , EAST END
C O M M U N I T Y SERVICES CORP.. 15
DOVER STREET, D A Y T O N . O I I
45410, F A X : (937)259-1897.
Daycare: Need somebody flexible and
dependable to care for 2 children ages
5 and 8. Our home, four afternoons/
evenings a week. Close to WSU. Own
transportation. Call 429-8669.

ACCESS STAFFING hires qualified
individuals fopr many unadvertised
positions in the Dayton area working at
quality companies. Our Jot; Placement
Service is provided al no extra charge
to sou. New F U L L - T I M E TEMP-TOHIRE Employment Opportunities exist
with Benefits being offered in many
instances. Yes. we have a limited
number of P A R T - T I M E
T E M P O R A R Y openings! Getting our
assistance is easy—Submit resume.
Mail: Access Staffing, Inc.. 2500

B E L M O N T : 2 bdrm apt. S445/mo..
but your heat, water, & trash pick up
are free which equals C H E A P RENT
with a beautiful apt. in a great
neighborhood! Call todya al 438-0559
and ask about our SPRING Move-inSpecial!
Need a person to lake over lease f r o m
June-August. Maplevicw Apartments.
I bdrm, I bath, 2nd floor, S425/mo. 35 minutes from WSU Campus. Call
878-3228, ask for Mike.
C I M A R R O N WOODS - W A L K T O
CAMPUS, 2-BEDROOM UNITS AND
UP. FIREPLACE. WASHER/DRYER
FURNISHED. M I C R O W A V E .
DISHWASHER. A N D M O R E .
CENTRAL HEAT/AIR. NO
A P P L I C A T I O N FEE. O F F I C E 1396

I & 2 b d r m Apts. Range S370 - $395/
mo. Large living/dining room.
Washer/dryer hook-up. Near Dayton
and Kettering City boundary on RTA
busline. Water & Trash paid. Call

Low Fees-Prompt Appointments
W OMENiS M E D CENTER 293-3917
www.gynpagcs.com/medplus

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
CALL 775-5536

PLAN TO CELEBRATE THE
M I L L E N N I U M AT CIMARRON.
W A L K T O C A M P U S , 2-BEDROOM,
TWO-STORY UNITS A V A I L A B L E ,
JUNE/JULY, ONE AND A HALF
BATHS, W A S H E R / D R Y E R
FURNISHED, FIREPLACE,
CENTRAL IIKAT/AIK, BUILT-IN
M I C R O W A V E , DISHWASHER. WE
ARE O F F E R I N G N E W RATES
BASED O N L O C A T I O N A N D
G R O U P SIZE. C A L L V A U G H A N
PROPERTIES, 320-1355 OR DROP
BY 1396 C I M A R R O N C I R C L E . N O
A P P L I C A T I O N FEE.

TRAINING
M O T O R C Y C L E SAF ETY
T R A I N I N G : Motorcycles, helmets,
and student materials provided for $25
tuition. Course available days/nights
and weekends. Training site is in Troy.
(937) 332-6177.

C A N Y O U S I N G C O U N T R Y MUSIC?

YOU'RE RUINING M Y GAME!
L O V E JINA

ABORTION A L T E R N A T I V E S
Call 276-5400 (Dayton) or 426-42.18
(Beat ere reek) for companionate
choiccs.

NOW HIRING FULL TIMF - PART-TIME

FOR SALE

SERVERS, HOST, COOKS, SERVER ASST

1995 DODGE R A M 150 PICK-UP
T R U C K . 28,000 MILES. T A K E
O V E R LEASE OR BUY FOR SI 1.000.
T O O L CHEST AND BEDLINER
INCLUDED. E X C E L L E N T
C O N D I T I O N . C A L L 937-289-3206.

You can be a chiropractic IN TWO SHORT YEARS WITH
physician in five vears.
US, YOUR VALUE

Why settle for anything less?

The time isrightto learn more about a
rewarding and fulfilling career as a doctor of
chiropractic. Greater emphasis is being placed
on preventive care and non-invasive health
methods in today's modem health-care system.
In five academic years, you can graduate with
a doctorate and be licensed to practice
anywhere in the U.S. and Canada.
Known for academic excellence, Logan
College is on the cutting edge of curriculum
innovations. In addition to offering a quality
clinical program, Logan provides value-added business
management training. This gives graduating practitioners
a w.nning edge with Detter leadership and practice
enhancement skills.
Logan College of Chiropractic is now accepting
applications. Write, call or check our Internet Website
for a frge descriptive brochure and admission kit.

EARN A DEGREE
WITH A FUTURE

http://www.logan.eriu
1-800-533-9210

COLLEGE

CHIROPRACTIC

1851 Schoettler Road • Chesterfield. M0 63006-1065
Phone: 314-227-2100 • Fa*: 314-207-2425- E-Mail: loganadm@logan.edu
.
" An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Education

WILL REALLY GROW.
~$ESST

A two-year hitch in the Army is all it takes to become
more valuable to employers.
Because the two years after training you spend as a
member of an Army team will give youiscipline,
discipline,
mat
maturity
and the ability to work with others—the qualities thatwill
help you build a good career in a worthwhile job.
Find out how you can make this solid investment in
your future. Talk to your Army Recruiter today.

(513) 236-4811
/

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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THE SPATS bv JEFF PICKE
cm HAROLD, YOU PROMISED
TO SftKTTtfrtmUWDVAPlNfr PROJECT TOW!!!

RIGHT NOW I'M MOCTlWr

ON A irrne UNP-

KOPIN* PROJECT.

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
yovHG woes...

tytfc OilT
f W PITS.

P

5Ju THE

UAM6tflTTAf&UNP

WHERE S THE
'EJECT'ON
THIS THING?'

&U.RTS.
KXlflS?

B. CLINTON 1
A. GORE
PILOT
<71. > CO-PILOT
QQtlCitiMlti&il
F O R

F A C U L T Y

and

S T A F F

at

W RI G H T

S T A T E 'U N I V E RS I T Y

CHOOSING THE RIGHT ALTERNATIVE
MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
R

Y o u r financial f u t u r e d e p e n d s on t h e c h o i c e s y o u m a k e t o d a y
scent changes in legislation m a y n o w make y o u eligible for Ohio's Alter-native Retirement Plan ( A R P ) , offering y o u g r e a t e r
control of y o u r pension dollars and the choice of a wide varito of investment and distribution options.

T h e freedom y o u w a n t
T h e A R P is a portable plan, which gives y o u the freedom to take the full, vested portion of y o u r retirement benefits with y o u .
e v e n if y o u r next e m p l o y e r is outside the State.
T I A A - C R E F s T h e r i g h t choice f o r t h e O h i o A R P
T I A A - C R E F is the o n l y o n e of y o u r A R P choices that is o f f e r e d by all 4 5 states that have alternative r e t i r e m e n t p l a n s for colleges a n d universities. With more than $200 billion in assets, T I A A - C R E F is the largest pension system in the w o r l d . F o r over 8 0
y e a r s , T I A A - C R E F has been helping people in e d u c a t i o n a n d research build the assets needed f o r a c o m f o r t a b l e r e t i r e m e n t .
O u t s t a n d i n g personal service, r e m a r k a b l y low expenses, a c o m m i t m e n t to l o n g - t e r m p e r f o r m a n c e , a n d a w i d e v a r i e t y of
i n v e s t m e n t options a r e w h y o v e r 2 million of the best m i n d s in America have chosen T I A A - C R E F .
Find out more today
D o e s the O h i o A R P m a k e sense f o r y o u ? T h e calculator on o u r website can help y o u project and c o m p a r e w h a t y o u r retirement
i n c o m e might be. u n d e r both the A R P and the state plan(s). To learn more a b o u t T I A A - C R E F and how we can help with y o u r
retirement planning, call us at I 8 7 7 A R P - O H I O .

www. t iaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."
-

i.

I

CARDIO FIT
KICKBOXING
WE'LL GET
You IN
SHAPE SO
FAST YOU
WON'T
BELIEVE IT!

Tfimn

Another yeor, another promise lo get in shape.
Whats' goinq lo moke this year different than all the
others? (araio fit Kkkkoxing™!
few exercise programs con gel you in shone foster
ond with more fun man Cordio Ki'lcboxing. That'i .vMARTIAL
hy
ARTS CLrtTER
it's currently one of!'«fastest growing fitness choices L
inARGEST IN THE MIAMI VALLEY
the nation.
Countless .fitness moaaiines have reported that
Cardio K.ckboxing is territk for
• Burning calories (up lo BOO calories per hour)
t Rt - 35
£,
TAMA *
Martial
Arts Center

|
o
^

675

N

o< •

254-7035

• Enhonrina cardio vosculor endurance
Patterson
[Research I
• leamina oasic self defense & kickbuxing
Park Blvd.
Dorothy Lane
•Having tun
1
MONTH
TRAINING
li s never been easier or more fun lo take action on
vour goal of gelling into shape So drop the excuses ond
lei us help you gel in belter shape this yeor. We
5
guarantee results. Call now!
CALL FOR FREE LESSON

$39,

ATEMBERr National Association of Professional Martial Artists

• V J

Home City ICE

H M

HOfUBCitijlOE

i

Skk'&flHHI

Home^u^rc

KHJBHI

Great Job Opportunities!!
Hiring Students Part-Time N O W and Full-Time During Summer& Breaks

FlexibleHours& GREAT PAY!!
We offer

10-40+ hours/week

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

• $10.00/ Hour

1-800-283-5511
Located Just Minutes from Campus!!
We Also Have Facilities
Lexington, KY
Lima\Bucyrus
Cleveland\Akron\Canton
Cincinnati^. Kentucky
Mansfield\Ashland

in Other Cities, Call Us!

1-800-933-3575
1-800-894-0529
1-800-674-0880
1-800-288-4040
1-800-894-0529

Columbus
Toledo
Pittsburgh\Erie, PA
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

1-800-937-0011
1-800-899-8070
1-800-674-088L
1-800-545-4423
1-800-545-4423

N o E x p e r i e n c e N e c e s s a r y . Train in one facilitvduring school and work in another
during summer break. We offer Schedule FlexibilityStart training NOW!

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend!

GREEK WEEK'99
THE 5E05515 ON THE LOOSE!

MAY 9

9PM SU ATRIUM
9PM SU ATRIUM
IDDDES3 BEGINS
NOOK

MONDAY MAY 10

GREEK CARNIVAL
NPHC STEPSHOW

10-4PM ON THE QUAD
[RAINDATE WED MAY 12.10-4]
7PM MULTIPURPOSE ROOM

TUESDAY MAY 11

MOCKTAILS

NOON SU ATRIUM

WEDNESDAY MAY IE

LETTER DAY
QUIZ BOWL

10AM-4PM GREEK OFFICE
7:30PM 1G3 STUDENT UNION

THURSDAY MAY 13

TALENT SHOW/LIP SYNCH
BLOOD DRIVE
GOD/GODDESS MONEY DUE

7.-30PM SU ATRIUM
ALLYNHALL
7PM GREEK OFFICE

FRIDAY MAY 14

FIELD DAY
3PM IN LOT 4
•CHARIOT RACE
•SWEATSHIRT RELAY
•BUCKET POUR
•TUG OF WAR

SATURDAY MAY 15

GREEK PICNIC

11AM-3PM VILLAGE PICNIC
SHELTER
AWARDS PRESENTATION
2PM VILLAGE PICNIC
SHELTER

EXTRA SPECIAL THANKS TO THE ATHLETICS OFFICE.
CAMPUS REC. THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE AND UNION
ACTIVITIES BOARD FOR THEIR HELP AND SUPPORT!

I

